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Despite having produced relatively few literary works, Lu Xun 魯迅 emerged as and remains 
China’s foremost writer of modern fiction. Eva Shan Chou’s book investigates what enables the 
continuing resonance of his works as part of her important project recovering his historical 
reception. Her painstaking research—both archival and critical—furthers recent scholarship in 
demythologizing the writer, while providing firmer evidentiary foundations for his deserved legacy.
The three large themes given in the title guide her inquiry, but she closely examines relatively 
few primary sources. These are carefully chosen, though, and are emblematic of nodal points in the 
writer’s life: a 1903 photograph of him; three stories from Nahan 吶喊: “Fengbo,” 風波 “Toufa de 
gushi” 頭髮的故事 and “Ah Q zhengzhuan;” 阿Q正傳 a handful of classical-style poems; and early 
woodcuts related to his work. She likens her method of focusing on relatively few texts “to taking 
a core sample in order to obtain a cross section of information that permeates to some depth.” (40) 
This is successful in that the chosen texts give her the opportunity to home in on the interconnected 
themes of her title. Moreover, the limited focus for close reading serves as a pivot around which 
she mobilizes her command of both Lu Xun’s corpus as well as the broader scholarship on him and 
his era. This is one of the book’s most admirable qualities, because it renders the sprawling body 
of primary and secondary texts accessible by organizing it around the “core samples” of her main 
objects of analysis, giving the reader a manageable entry into the complex field of Lu Xun studies. 
Of special note here is her deep engagement with Chinese-language secondary sources. This makes 
the book valuable for scholars of world and comparative literature who may not work in Chinese 
but are interested in China’s negotiation of its semi-colonial state.
The first chapter recounts the life and work of the author less as literary biography and more 
as a ground-clearing gesture. She acknowledges that “any narrative of Lu Xun’s life is dogged by 
the history of his reception and the consequent controversies,” and seeks to give “a sampling of the 
problems and methodologies of writing about Lu Xun.” (21) First is an account of his writing, which 
will be familiar to students of modern Chinese literature and will bring those unfamiliar quickly 
up to speed. What follows, though, is an intentionally uneven treatment of his life, emphasizing 
his activities before the writing of 1918’s “Kuangren riji.” 狂人日記 Through this she calls into 
question Lu Xun’s narrative of this period in the preface to Nahan. She does not dispute the veracity 
of the author’s account but opens that early period to inquiry as something other than merely 
preparatory for his life as a writer. She challenges readers to approach Lu Xun’s identity as more 
than a solely literary icon: “But it is also possible—and this is the view that will be an underlying 
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thesis here—that the description of Lu Xun as a literary figure should be considered as having 
arisen from historical convenience. It is not clear that his life can accurately be portrayed as that of a 
writer.” (39) She rarely calls attention to Lu Xun’s considerable abilities as a translator or polemicist, 
but takes as her subject how Lu Xun the public figure emerges out of the substrate of an often less 
than remarkable life. The remainder of the chapter lays out the organizing logic for the selection of 
catalyzing moments, returning to the themes of the title: queues, violence, and memory.
Taking up the queue, Chapter Two follows Lu Xun through his new-style education first 
in Nanjing and then in Japan. The cited scholarship on his life during this period indicates that he 
was not much of a firebrand as a student. Chou seizes on a famous 1903 photograph of the young 
man bearing a nationalistic quatrain on its reverse, in which the fourth line professes a willingness 
to die for political aims. He appears in the photo without a Manchu-mandated queue, which has 
been taken as evidence of a lifelong commitment to revolutionary politics. However, Chou traces 
the history of the queue as a political symbol, noting that it had only recently been interpreted as 
Manchu oppression rather than everyday style, and even then not universally. Moreover, the cited 
evidence shows Lu Xun’s aversion to revolutionary activities even after cutting his queue. Finally, 
she shows that the queue took on special significance for the Chinese students in Japan that was 
not necessarily shared by reformers in China. As such Lu Xun’s queue cutting is more a marker of 
a local student identity than revolutionary politics. Chou acknowledges, “The resulting picture is 
not amazing, though it is fuller, but perhaps it is a contribution to Lu Xun studies to make him less 
singular.” (98) The case for a heroic narrative weakens, but what emerges is a figure attuned to the 
vagaries of group identity as expressed through the queue. 
The question of this identity is the subject of Chapter Three. Chou examines three of Lu 
Xun’s best known stories and two essays to probe how they treat the queue. She terms these texts 
the “literary afterlife for the queue,” but not as satire; instead these texts evince “the ways in which 
it has serious, even somber, purposes.” (99) These texts, nearly all of Lu Xun’s output from August 
1920 to February 1922, all engage the queue, which Chou speculates is indicative of an ongoing 
interest in the queue’s political and personal signification. The close readings of the “Fengbo,” 
“Toufa de gushi,” and “Ah Q zhengzhuan” largely seek to find interconnections among the works 
to support her grouping. Her engagement with the essays is similar: she reads both “Sheng xiang 
si buxiang” 生降死不降 and “Mingzi” 名字 as antecedents to “Ah Q zhengzhuan.” The textual 
archaeology she lays out is attractive, if perhaps too reliant on speculative analysis: Ah Q’s illiterate 
“signature” becomes another appearance of the queue. (119) This is plausible, but given what 
follows, unnecessary. Whether these texts are connected or not, Chou demonstrates that the queue 
was on Lu Xun’s mind during these 18 months, and advances a compelling argument  that these 
texts take up the political violence he encountered during his supposedly quiet years in Beijing. 
Juxtaposing Lu Xun’s activities at the Ministry of Education with details about the political 
atmosphere in Beijing, Chou defines a new period of literary significance in Lu Xun’s biography, 
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as well as offering powerful readings of the queue in these stories. Far from an object of easy 
satire, the queue becomes the symbol of political violence, as all three stories link queues, group 
identification, and death. In this light Ah Q’s ambiguous identity, his explicit embodiment of the 
queue, and his eventual death recall the factionalism of contemporary politics and the violence 
that resulted. Chou reads the queue as an aide-mémoire that could help “convey through literature 
the terrible facts of life in China that people would come to understand and act,” (143) but notes 
Lu Xun’s hope may be fading since “Ah Q” is much darker than the earlier “Fengbo,” and that he 
stopped writing literature of this sort three years later.
However, Lu Xun did not abandon literature entirely. In the later years of his life, in addition 
to his prolific zawen output he wrote classical-style poetry. Chapter Four returns to the quatrain 
discussed in the first chapter, which he privately writes out again on February 16, 1931. Chou 
locates the reason for a return to the fiery sentiments of 1903 in the murder of the Five Martyrs, 
revolutionary writers including his friend Rou Shi 柔石, nine days earlier. However, she argues that 
one should read this “not as an affirmation of blood and sacrifice but rather a sorrowful tribute 
to the sacrifices made.” (155) For Chou, this signifies Lu Xun’s transition from calling attention 
to China’s problems in his earlier fiction to more overt political action: “each of these tributes [to 
Rou Shi] was notable in some way, each enmeshed Lu Xun more intricately in the web of leftist 
activities, and each consecrated, as it were, the commitment he had already made.” (155-6) This 
suggestion of active participation in leftist politics runs somewhat counter to most recent scholarly 
narratives that note his sympathy and moral support for leftist causes while remembering that his 
cantankerous pen spared no one. Nevertheless, Chou identifies a neat way to bolster her position: 
public memory. She juxtaposes the 1931 reinscription of the 1903 poem with another verse work 
from that year that was written explicitly in response to the executions of the Five Martyrs, and 
published two years later with his well known essay “Weile wang quede jinian.” 為了忘卻的紀
念 Given Lu Xun’s celebrity and the commemorative function of classical verse, Chou argues that 
any work Lu Xun did to commemorate the Five Martyrs constituted a political act: “Such is the 
power over the interpretation of historical events that his commemorative acts, especially the essay 
‘Remembrance,’ define for historical memory the bloody contest between the Nationalists and 
Communists that took its toll on both sides among their civilian fighters. We know much about 
Rou Shi because of the many projects they undertook together and because of all Lu Xun did to 
commemorate him.” (169) In this poetic work, then, combined with his elegiac essays, Lu Xun 
emerges almost as a historiographer. Rather than calling attention to specter of political violence 
as in his short stories, these texts are political acts because, for Chou, they record actual political 
violence. 
Still, Lu Xun was just one man, though a famous one. The fifth and final chapter records Lu 
Xun’s role in managing his legacy beyond the literary medium. His involvement in promoting the 
woodcut art movement is well known, and Chou is scrupulous in documenting his support. Beyond 
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just support, though, she argues that the woodcuts constituted an extension of his evolving political 
activity: “Lu Xun continued to search for a meaningful, feasible way to make incisive criticisms of 
China through works of the imagination and that this time he sought to do so in a visual medium.” 
(220) In light of this, his apparent lack of literary output during the 1930s is understandable not as 
lack but as difference; here he curates rather than creates. In locating, reproducing, and theorizing 
the woodcuts, Chou opens up a new area of Lu Xun studies. The woodcuts discussed here and 
in the appendix offer a means of probing Lu Xun’s legacy at the moment it begins to slip from 
his hands—Chou names this his “acquiescence” to “redefinition” (205)—yet before Mao Zedong 
forecloses all debate in 1942. 
Despite the title, this book reads less like a text on Lu Xun than one in which he passes 
through. Readings of his works and activities fight for space against extensive contextual material. 
This, however, may be the book’s greatest strength. Lu Xun emerges in its pages as a man of his 
moment, albeit talented and motivated. In this capacity, he is never above historical circumstance, 
but is continually reshaped by it. Scholars of Lu Xun will find great value in the book both as a 
handbook in the early chapters and as a touchstone for new inquiries into his later activities. More 
broadly, those working on modern China will find a wealth of resources as well as the recovery 
of the affective power of events reduced to factoids in more conventional narratives. That Lu Xun 
interprets China is obvious, but what Chou gives us here is a methodology that reveals the deeply 
personal experience of history that informs his writing. Lu Xun may shine less brightly as a heroic 
literary figure, but reemerges as a chronicler of easily forgotten, inconvenient histories. Chou shows 
us how to remember with Lu Xun rather than just remember him. ※
